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The Einstein-Mathisson Correspondence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

19 letters by Mathisson to Einstein (+ 1 unpublished manuscript), 69 pp.
11 letters by Einstein to Mathisson, 17 pp.
30+ letters that mention Mathisson
correspondence between 1929 and 1939, most 1930/31 and 1936/37
all MM handwritten, all extant AE are carbon copies of typed letters
it is clear that some Einstein letters are missing (the handwritten ones ?!)
MM letters discuss his ideas, works, unpublished manuscripts, etc.
most of extant AE is fairly formal

AEA 18-005
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Einstein-Mathisson correspondence cont’d
•

30+ letters that mention Mathisson

•
•
•
•

with C. Białobrzeski
with Rockefeller Foundation
with Hadamard
with Fraenkel (Hebrew University)

•

The Einstein-Mathisson correspondence is a significant source of information
about Mathisson’s life and science

•
•

I find it difficult to present the correspondence in a talk
will only talk about the documents in the Einstein Archives
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1. The first letters
2. Einstein’s attempts to obtain a Rockefeller
grant for Mathisson
3. Mathisson as a candidate for a chair for
theoretical physics in Jerusalem
4. The last letters

1. The first letters

Mathisson to Einstein, 18 Dec. 1929
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Mathisson’s situation in Dec 1929
•

was 33 years old (no Ph.D., no publications, no academic position, in spite of an
ambitious education)

•
•

after the death of his father had lost his financial independence

•
•

had been in Palestine but was forced to go back because of a tropical disease

•

must have convinced himself that his own method of setting up equations of motion
in general relativity was superior to the Einstein-Grommer and Einstein method of
1927

•

I imagine that his first letter to Einstein was carefully drafted and the resolve to write
the letter must have been a very significant event, Mathisson must have been very
excited and eager to get a response

had not taken up the offer to be awarded a Ph.D. under Prof. Białobrzeski in 1925
for a work in special relativity but had had scientific scruples and had simply left

worked in Warsaw, living with his mother, earning money giving Hebrew lessons and
technical calculations; did physics in the evenings as a “Abendsphysiker”
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Mathisson criticizes Einstein:
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suggesting that he found a solution:
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(Mathisson explains his criticism and ideas in some detail (in words, no
equations) but I will not discuss these details here. This is a letter of 11 pages
and should be read and discussed in its entirety. I cannot do this. I will only
give a few quotes to give you an impression, but keep in mind that I am picking
only a few sentences from a long letter)
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He expresses his firm adherence to general
relativity ...

AEA 18-001

•
•

Horaz, Ode 2.17: “That fatal day shall bring the doom of both of us.”
Ernst Cassirer: “Heinrich von Kleist und die kantische Philosophie” (1922)
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... and comments on his ideas to solve the
mysteries of quantum theory ...
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... in almost religious terms
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He also indicates his financial situation.
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It is a very emotional letter
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After sending it off ...
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... he must have anxiously waited for a reply.
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Einstein’s situation in Dec 1929
•

was world famous since confirmation of light bending in 1919 and at the
height of his career, had celebrated his 50th birthday in March

•

The Einstein-Grommer papers on the problem of motion, that Mathisson
refers to, were from January and November 1927.

•

In summer 1928, being very ill with a heart problem (too much work?), he had
had a new idea for another approach towards a unified field theory: distant
parallelism.

•

This approach, perhaps more than others before, showed Einstein the need of
a mathematical collaborator.

•

Jakob Grommer had just left or was just about to leave to take up a position in
Minsk. Kornel Lanczos had been in Berlin working with Einstein on the
distant parallelism theory and was also leaving towards the end of 1929.

•

Einstein had just begun to look out for a new mathematical collaborator
(Walther Mayer would start to work with Einstein in early 1930).

•

Einstein himself had written very audacious letters to famous physicists, when
he was a young man, hoping for academic recognition and positions.
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Mathisson’s surprise on being invited ...

AE to Mathisson, 14 Feb. 1937
(AEA 18-002)
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•

So with a few weeks of delay (14 Feb), Mathisson responds by sending the
announced manuscript

•

In response, Einstein suggests that the ms be used to obtain a Ph.D., offers to
carry any expenses for this, and suggests that he apply for a Rockefeller grant
for MM; he sends him an offprint of his own latest work, and asks MM to
write him about his previous career

•

In his response, of 23 February, MM gives an account of his life (again a letter
of 14 pages!). It his from this letter that we know many details about
Mathisson’s biography:
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Mathisson to Einstein, 23 Feb 1930
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about languages
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French or English?

•
•
•
•

Mathisson’s first seven letters (between Dec ’29 and June ’30) are in French

•

Mathisson reopens the correspondence in summer 1936 with a French letter,
he alternates between French and German in his last six letters

then, in the sequence of letters one item by AE is missing
Mathisson’s next six letters (between Nov ’30 and Sep ’31) are in German
I guess that Einstein in the missing item asked MM to write to him in German
(AE had French in Aarau Cantonal School, grade 3 (of 6), lowest of all)
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about philosophy

AEA 18-004
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2. Einstein’s attempt to obtain a Rockefeller
Foundation stipend for Mathisson

Chronology of Einstein’s attempt to
obtain a Rockefeller grant for Mathisson
•
•

after first letter of MM, AE invites him to come to Berlin

•
•

third letter by MM gives an account of his life (and work)

20 Feb, after 2nd letter of MM (with ms), AE proposes to take ms as
dissertation, then to apply for a grant; asks for a CV

27 Feb 1930, AE writes to MM; and also to Białobrzeski, asks him to accept
the paper as dissertation, and to give him an opinion about MMs prospects for
a professional career

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pre 20 Mar, AE to Rockefeller-Foundation (?)
20 Mar, Fehling (Notgemeinschaft) to AE: should write to Paris office
21 Mar, AE to Fehling, what is needed for application?
22 Mar, Fehling to AE, lists the conditions
24 Mar, AE to Jones (Paris), indicates his wish, what is needed?
28 Mar, Jones to AE, has forwarded letter to Tisdale
30 Mar, Tisdale to AE, application must come from professor of home
country
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Chronology cont’d
•
•
•

9 Apr, AE to MM, sends forms to be filled out
9 Apr, AE to Bialobrzeski, asks him to submit the application.
14 April: Białobrzeski to AE:

C. Białobrzeski

•
•

17 April: AE to Białobrzeski, thanks him

AEA 18-010

17 April: AE to Tisdale, letter of support for Mathisson’s application
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Chronology cont’d
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 Jun, Rockefeller delegate meets with MM, fails to meet B

•
•
•

8 Dec, “Die Beharrungsgesetze ...” received by Zs. Phys.

pre 28 Jun, B to AE (?)
28 Jun, AE to B; and to Rockefeller Foundation, confirms his support of MM
30 Sep, Rockefeller Foundation notifies B that application will be withheld
31 Oct, MM obtains Ph.D.
7 Nov, MM to AE, informs him of decision, now wants to publish papers
18 Nov, MM sends ms to AE
22 Nov, AE sends 2 letters of recommendation to MM, to get his relativistic
papers published; leaves for US trip

25 Dec, “Die Mechanik des Materieteilchens ...” rec’d by Zs. Phys.
19 Mar 1931, “Bewegungsproblem der Physik ...” rec’d by Zs. Phys.
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March-May 1931
•

ca. mid-March: MM sends ms of paper “A parametrix method for generalized
wave equations in Riemannian manifolds” to AE, asking him to forward the
paper to Mathematische Annalen or Mathematische Zeitschrift. AE forwards the
paper to Blumenthal, managing editor of Math. Ann., praising MM as an
author, but does not comment on the ms itself; Blumenthal asks for a specific
comment on the manuscript itself.

•

MM’s paper, entitled “A new solution
method for differential equations of
normal hyperbolic type,” is only published
in 1932, it was rec’d by the Math. Ann. on
21 Dec 1931, probably with a
recommendation by Hadamard
O. Blumenthal
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Chronology, cont’d
•
•
•
•

30 Apr, AE to MM, wants to try a second attempt to get Rockefeller stipend for MM
1 May, MM sends AE infos, including copy of letter of decline and CV
some correspondence lost (?)
6 June, MM to AE

AEA 18-044
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Einstein vs Rockefeller, Jan. 1931
•

during his visit in the US, in mid-December, AE and his wife meet with
John d. Rockefeller, Jr. and his wife; AE mentions problem of all-toostrict rules for scholarships; R agrees to look into any particular case
that AE might bring to his attention

•
•

20 June 1931, AE to R, mentions MM as a case in point
9 July 1931, R replies, will look into this himself, but will take a while
until committee reconvens

•

5 Sep, MM to AE, sends letter by Rockefeller foundation, saying that

John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

application cannot be forwarded to Paris, since no formal assurance for
a follow-up academic position was given; has saved some money to
come to Berlin; wants to use Einstein’s letter to get a visa

•

10 Sep, AE to MM, need to wait until Rockefeller committee meets in
the US with R., Jr. present; will be in the US until early next summer,
until then Rockefeller application will be decided; about his new
approach to UFT with Mayer
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Invitation to Princeton
•

On 3 November 1935, AE writes to Hadamard that he wants to invite
Mathisson to stay for some time at the IAS

•
•

there must have been one or more letters that are not extant

•

Einstein responds on 7 July 1936; delighted that MM has found a good
position; under these circumstances it would not be right to invite him to
Princeton, since other colleagues are deprived of their positions as well

•
•
•

2 Feb 36, Infeld writes to AE, asking him about possibility to come to the IAS

The next letter in the archive is from Mathisson, 23 June 1936, from Moscow,
telling him about his one-year appointment in Kazan, and suggests that he
come in the academic year 1937-38

4 May 36, Infeld’s salary for a one-year stay at the IAS is granted
Oct 1936, Infeld arrives in Princeton
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3. The candidacy for the chair for theoretical
physics in Jerusalem

Einstein about Mathisson in Jerusalem
•

18 April 1937, MM writes to AE: ‘I am happy to tell you that I have solved the quantum
problem as a dynamical problem of the general theory of relativity ...’

•

28 April 1937, AE writes to Schocken, recommending Infeld over MM for theor. physics in
Jerusalem

•

7 May 1937, sceptical response by AE to MM: ‘your indications remain completely
incomprehensible to me ...’

•
•

EIH submitted on June 16, 1937

•
•
•
•

22 July 1937, AE writes to Fraenkel, urging them to not choose ‘crazy’ MM

4 July 1937, MM announces ‘exact results’ and asks whether AE would forward them for
Physical Review

5 Sep 1937, MM sends AE ms of “Neue Mechanik ...’’ (rec’d by the journal 8 Sep)
April 1938, AE defends his assessment of Infeld over MM in correspondence with Hadamard
Dec. 1938, AE recommends MM over Fuerth for Jerusalem
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4. The last letters

Mathisson’s last
letter to Einstein
“Thanks to Prof.
Weyssenhoff ’s help, I am in
possession of everything that
it takes - passport, money to spend a few weeks in
Princeton and to submit to
you our harvest. I would also
realize a dream which has
been dear to me for a long
time.”
AEA 18-063
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Hadamard to Einstein, 11 July 1939
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The last item in the Mathisson folder
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